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Abstract
For most organisms, computational operon predictions are the only source of genome-wide operon information.
Operon prediction methods described in literature are based on (a combination of) the following five criteria:
(i) intergenic distance, (ii) conserved gene clusters, (iii) functional relation, (iv) sequence elements and (v) experi-
mental evidence. The performance estimates of operon predictions reported in literature cannot directly be
compared due to differences in methods and data used in these studies. Here, we survey the current status of
operon prediction methods. Based on a comparison of the performance of operon predictions on Escherichia coli and
Bacillus subtilis we conclude that there is still room for improvement.We expect that existing and newly generated
genomics and transcriptomics data will further improve accuracy of operon prediction methods.
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INTRODUCTION
Genes co-transcribed to polycistronic messenger

RNAs are defined as operons, which are present in

prokaryotes [1, 2]. Most operons are under the

control of a single transcriptional promoter located

upstream of the first gene of the operon. More

complex transcriptional regulation with multiple

promoters and transcriptional terminators in a

single operon has also been reported [3].

It has been estimated that �50% of genes in

bacteria are located in operons [4], and several theories

have been proposed to explain the formation of these

transcriptional units [5, 6]. The first view is that

operons evolved to ensure that genes are co-regulated

[5]. This theory is supported by the observation that

genes in operons often encode proteins that (i) are

functionally related, such as enzymes catalyzing

subsequent steps within metabolic pathways [7] or

(ii) are members of a single protein complex [8].

The second view is the selfish operon model [6]. In

this model, non-essential genes form operons via hori-

zontal gene transfer to protect themselves from being

removed from the genome. This view is based on the

observation that numerous orthologous operons are

conserved across bacterial and archaeal species [1, 9, 10].

Knowledge on the organization of genes in

operons is used in many fields of prokaryotic research.

Predicting the function of proteins is greatly aided by

identifying operon structures, e.g. by applying the

‘guilty by association’ rule to remaining operon

members when the function of one or more gene

products is known [1, 9, 11]. Furthermore, operon

information reduces the search space for determining

cis-regulatory elements [12]. Operon information is

also used to more reliably determine significant

differential gene expression between experimental

conditions in DNA microarray experiments [13, 14].

In the prokaryotic model organisms Escherichia coli
and Bacillus subtilis, substantial numbers of operons

have experimentally been verified [2, 15–17]. These

collections of operons do not represent all the

operons present in the genomes of these bacteria. To

infer operon structures genome-wide in these and

other prokaryotes, various computational methods

have been developed (see below). Thus far, a

comprehensive comparison of the results of these

algorithms has not been performed. Here we

compare, based on uniform criteria, the outcome

of these prediction methods to experimentally

verified operons for both E. coli and B. subtilis.
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COMPUTATIONALOPERON
PREDICTIONS
In recent years, various computational methods have

been developed to infer operon structures in

prokaryotes (Table 1) [7, 8, 10, 12, 18–45].

Implementations to predict operons for newly

sequenced organisms are provided with only few of

these studies [37, 42]. The results of most operon

prediction methods are, however, made available by

the original authors via the World Wide Web.

Five general features are used by operon

prediction methods to predict operons: intergenic

distance, conserved gene clusters, functional relation,

sequence elements and experimental evidence

(Table 1).

Intergenic spacing
The distance between open reading frames (ORFs) is

a commonly used feature in the prediction of

operons (Table 1). The intergenic distances between

members of the same operon are relatively small as

compared to those of genes not belonging to the

same operon [4, 20]. Operons of which the members

are highly expressed are the exceptions to this rule

[4] since for these operons a wider gene spacing has

been observed.

Conserved gene clusters
Conserved gene clusters have been widely used to

predict operons with homologs present in the

various sequenced genomes [4, 10]. Even among

closely related species, gene order is rarely conserved

[9, 16]. In the cases where this conservation does

occur, the most common reason is that the genes are

part of the same operon [10].

Functional relations
Genes in operons often have some kind of functional

relation, such as their products being members of the

same protein complex [8], or enzymes part of a single

metabolic reaction pathway [7]. Operon prediction

methods have therefore taken many functional

classifications into account to exploit this property

including Riley’s functional annotation [46], meta-

bolic pathways [7], clusters of orthologous groups of

proteins (COG) [47] and gene ontologies (GO) [48].

All of these classifications can be used to determine

functional relations between genes, and thus have

prove valuable for the prediction of operons.

Genome sequence-based features
From the genome sequence of an organism several

features have been obtained with which operons

can be predicted. The presence of DNA motifs and

other sequence elements such as transcriptional

terminators [29, 49, 50], promoter sequences

[18, 38] and transcription factor binding sites [45]

have been used to predict operons. Recently a

specific operon related DNA motif was proposed

[42], the ‘TTTTT’ motif. This motif, of which the

function is currently unknown, is overrepresented

in the intergenic region of genes belonging to the

same operon. Other indicators derived from the

genome sequence include similarities in codon adap-

tation index between genes belonging to the same

operon [36, 39].

Experimental evidence
Several studies have used gene-expression data

derived from DNA microarray experiments to

predict operons [23–25, 29, 31, 43]. Genes part

of the same operon should show similar expres-

sion patterns. Therefore, correlations in gene

expression in multiple DNA microarray experi-

ments have been used to predict operon structure.

However, perturbations in the expression of large

numbers of genes in the DNA microarray

experiments are required for such a methodology

[23]. DNA microarray compendia querying a

range of experimental conditions are therefore

required to successfully apply this criterion to the

prediction of operons.

Many methods have been explored to combine

the prediction results of different features (Table 1).

Salgado and coworkers used statistical log-likelihood

scores [20–22, 38]. Other prediction methods have

used Bayesian-based techniques [19, 29, 36, 40, 42],

genetic algorithms [35] and machine-learning

approaches [26, 39, 41, 44].

REPORTED PERFORMANCEOF
OPERON PREDICTIONMETHODS
The performance of computational operon predic-

tion methods is commonly estimated based on a

comparison of their results to experimentally verified

operons. Collections of verified operons are available

for E. coli and B. subtilis [2, 15, 16]. However, the

reported performances cannot be consistently com-

pared because of several reasons.
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Table 1: Properties of computational operon predictionmethods

Authors Year of
publication

Feature Scoring method

Intergenic
spacing

Conserved
gene clusters

Functional
relations

Genome sequence based Experimental evidence

Yada et al. [18] 1999 X Promoters, transcriptional ter-
minators, ribosome binding
sites

Hidden Markov model

Craven et al. [19] 2000 X Riley’s functional classification Promoters, transcriptional ter-
minators, operon size

39 DNA microarray
datasets

Naive Bayes

Salgado et al. [20]* 2000 X Riley’s functional classification Log-likelihood scores
Ermolaeva et al. [10]* 2001 X
Moreno-Hagelsieb and
Collado-Vides [21]*

2002 X Log-likelihood scores

Moreno-Hagelsieb and
Collado-Vides [22]*

2002 X X Riley’s functional classification Log-likelihood scores

Sabatti et al. [23] 2002 X 72 DNA microarray
datasets

Bayesian classifier

Tjaden et al. [24] 2002 Genome tilling DNA
microarrays

Zheng et al. [7]* 2002 Metabolic pathways
Bockhorst et al. [25, 26]* 2003 X Codon usage, promoters,

transcriptional terminators,
operon length

39 DNA microarray
datasets

Bayesian network

Chen et al. [27, 28] 2004 X X COG Transcriptional terminators,
conserved promoters

Log-likelihood scores

de Hoon et al. [29]* 2004 X Operon length 174 DNA microarray
datasets

Bayesian classifier

Paredes et al. [30] 2004 X Promoters, transcriptional
terminators,

Emprical scoring scheme

Romero and Karp [8] 2004 X Riley’s functional classification,
metabolic pathways, protein
complex information,
functional classification of
upstream genes, similarity
in codon usage

Log-likelihood scores

Steinhauser et al. [31] 2004 X 140 DNA microarray
datasets

Unweighted average link-
age-clustering
algorithm

Wang et al. [32] 2004 X X Transcriptional terminators Empirical scoring scheme
Yan et al. [12] 2004 X X
de Hoon et al. [33] 2005 Transcriptional terminators

(continued)
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Table 1: Continued

Authors Year of
publication

Feature Scoring method

Intergenic
spacing

Conserved
gene clusters

Functional
relations

Genome sequence based Experimental evidence

Edwards et al. [34]* 2005 X X Maximum weighted max-
imum cardinality bipar-
tite matching algorithm

Jacob et al. [35]* 2005 X X Metabolic pathways, protein
function

Fuzzy guided genetic
algorithm

Price et al. [36]* 2005 X X COG Codon adaptation index Naive Bayes approach
Westover et al. [37] 2005 X X Functional relatedness Na|« ve Bayes approach
Janga et al. [38]* 2006 Oligo-nucleotide signatures Log-likelihood scores
Zhang et al. [39]* 2006 X X Metabolic pathways, interacting

protein domains
Support vector machine

Bergman et al. [40]* 2007 X X Bayesian hidden markov
model

Charaniya et al. [41] 2007 X Transcriptional terminators 67 DNA microarray datasets Support vector machine
Dam et al. [42]* 2007 X X GO TTTTT motif, gene length ratio 11classifiers from PRTools

Mathlab toolbox
Roback et al. [43] 2007 X 474 DNA microarray datasets Logistic regression pre-

dictive model
Tran et al. [44] 2007 X Metabolic pathways, GO Neural network incor-

porating the criteria
combined with results
from [28, 36, 37]

Laing et al. [45] 2008 Transcription factor binding sites

A list of all the operon predictions methods described in literature together with the one which they base their predictions. These features can be roughly divided into five categories: intergenic spacing,
conserved gene clusters, functional relations, genome sequence based and experimental evidence.The last column describes which method was used to decide based on the feature scores which genes form
operons.Operon predictionmethods of which the performances were estimated aremarkedwith‘*’.
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Firstly, the verified operons used to estimate

performances may differ between studies.

For B. subtilis, three different collections of verified

operons are available, namely, the Itoh collection

[16], operon database (ODB) [2] and the DBTBS

database [17]. The DBTBS database contains the

most recent collection of experimentally verified

operons for B. subtilis. It has thus far not been used in

the validation of operon prediction methods but

does list the experimental evidence used to identify

operons. For E. coli verified operons are commonly

obtained from the RegulonDB database [15]. This

database is updated regularly.

Secondly, several different methods have been

used to estimate the performance of operon

predictions. Most methods to estimate the perfor-

mances of operon predictions are based on gene

pairs. Salgado and coworkers [20] used the fraction

of within operon (WO) gene pairs correctly

predicted (true positives, TP) as a measure of

sensitivity. As a measure of specificity they

determined the fraction of correctly predicted

gene pairs at the operon boundaries (true negatives,

TN; transcriptional unit boundary pair, TUB) [20].

Another method used by Craven and coworkers

[19] uses the same sensitivity measure as the

estimates from Salgado and coworkers. However,

specificity is based on the number of WO gene

pairs not predicted (false positives, FP) [19].

Variations on these methods to estimate perfor-

mance have been used in most literature proposing

operon prediction methods.

Finally, operon prediction methods have been

developed to predict a specific subset of operons

for a given genome. An example is the method

developed by Zheng and coworkers [7]. This

method is meant to predict operons which the

members encode enzymes catalyzing subsequent

steps in metabolic pathways. The performance

estimate reported by the authors is thus based on

a limited number of operon structures.

We have estimated the genome-wide perfor-

mances of several operon predictions for the

model organisms E. coli and B. subtilis (see below)

based on uniform criteria and a single set of

experimentally verified operons. Only operon

predictions with results available online were

used. In the cases where thresholds needed to

be applied the parameters and/or thresholds

reported to yield optimal operon predictions by

the respective authors were used.

COMPARINGTHE PERFORMANCE
OF OPERON PREDICTIONS
To compare operon predictions, their concordance to

verified operons of E.coli and B.subtiliswas determined

using the sensitivity and specificity measure which is

based on WO and TUB gene pairs (see above,

Figure 1). However, this measure might not reflect

how well operon prediction methods predict com-

plete operons. Therefore the percentage of correctly

predicted verified operons has also been determined

for the respective operon predictions (Figure 2).

The goal of the analysis presented here (Figures 1

and 2) is to determine the performances of operon

predictions based on all the verified operons in E. coli
and B. subtilis. Alternative transcripts in operons and

single-gene transcriptional units were not incorpo-

rated in our performance analyses, since most operon

predictions do not list either of these. The collections

of experimentally verified operons were obtained

from RegulonDB (E. coli) [15] and DBTBS

(B.subtilis) [17]. From DBTBS only operon structures

verified by northern analyses were used.

In both the gene pair and the operon-based

analyses performed in this study, the best perfor-

mance is obtained by the prediction performed

by Dam and coworkers [42] (Figures 1 and 2). Their

prediction method takes into account multiple

criteria (Table 1) among which the presence of a

‘TTTTT’ DNA motif in the intergenic space

between genes. The reported sensitivity and speci-

ficity for E. coli of the prediction described by Dam

and coworkers [42] was 90 and 94%, respectively.

These are higher than our estimates of 87 and 82%

(Figure 1). The authors do report however, that the

performance of their method decreases by 12% for

organisms other than E. coli and B. subtilis [42].

Several operon predictions exhibit low specificity

and sensitivity scores in our analysis, such as

the prediction of Zheng and coworkers [7] and

Ermolaeva and coworkers [10]. These operon

predictions have been reported to only accurately

predict a subset of the operons present in the

genome. The prediction method developed by

Ermolaeva and coworkers, for example, specifically

predicts operons preserved in the 39 genomes used in

their analysis. Those operons of which the structure

is not preserved across these organisms are not

expected to be predicted by this method [10].

Both the operon prediction performed by

Salgado and coworkers [20] as well as the operon

predictions performed by Moreno-Hagelsieb and

The relative value of operon predictions page 5 of 9



Collado-Vides [21] use the same method to predict

operons. However, a large difference in the

performances between these operon predictions

was observed (for whole operons 24%, Figure 2).

We hypothesize that the larger number of verified

operons available to the more recent prediction by

Moreno-Hagelsieb and Collado-Vides [21] allowed

increasing the WO pair performance of their method

from 38% to 82% (Figure 1).

In contrast, the performances of the same operon

prediction methods applied to E. coli and B. subtilis are

similar (Figures 1 and 2). For the predictions

performed by Jacob and coworkers [35] and Price

and coworkers [36], this general observation does

not hold true. The performance of the method

performed by Jacob and coworkers is much better for

B. subtilis than for E. coli, as opposed to that of Price

and coworkers (Figure 2). The prediction performed

by Price and coworkers was based on verified operons

assembled by Itoh and coworkers [16] for B. subtilis.
We based our analysis on the operons verified by

northern blot analyses from DBTBS which may

account for the differences in performance.

Generally, operon prediction methods show

substantially lower scores when dealing with entire

Figure 1: The estimated sensitivity and specificity of operon predictions for E. coli and B. subtilis.The sensitivities and
specificities of operon predictions based on verified operons from RegulonDB [15] for E. coli (A) and DBTBS [17] for
B. subtilis (B).True positive percentage is defined as the percentage of gene-pairs correctly predicted to be in operons
dividedby the total number of gene-pairs in operons and serves as a measure of sensitivity.True negative percentage is
the percentage of gene pairs correctly predicted at the boundaries of operons divided by their total number and is a
measure of specificity of operon predictions.The operon predictions and details of the analysis are available as supple-
mentary data.

Figure 2: The performance of operon predictions
using complete operons. The performances of operon
predictions determined based on complete operons
for E. coli and B. subtilis. The performance is defined
as the percentage of verified operons correctly
predicted by each of the operon prediction methods.
The experimentally verified operons were obtained
from RegulonDB for E. coli [15] and DBTBS [17] for
B. subtilis. The operon predictions and details of the
analysis are available as supplementary data.
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operons as opposed to gene pairs (Figures 1 and 2).

These lower scores are to be expected, since an operon

has two TUBs and at least one WO. Therefore, one

can calculate the entire operon score as a weighted

product of the sensitivity and the specificity scores.

Both methods to estimate the performance of operon

predictions show similar results (Figures 1 and 2). In

both analyses the best scoring prediction was that

developed by Dam and coworkers [42].

CONCLUSIONS
The performance estimates of computational operon

prediction methods reported in literature cannot

reliably and systematically be compared. Therefore

we re-estimated these performances in a single

analysis based on WO and TUB gene pairs as

measures of sensitivity and specificity. We observed

that one of the eldest operon predictions performed

by Moreno-Hagelsieb and Collado-Vides [21] using

only intergenic distance outperforms many of the

more recent predictions for both E. coli and B. subtilis.
This observation emphasizes the power of using

intergenic distance in the prediction of operons. The

best performing prediction was performed by Dam

and coworkers [42].

Dam and coworkers [42] reported that larger

collections of verified operons do not significantly

improve the results of their prediction. Other sources

of genomics data may, however, still improve their

accuracy. For example, new genome sequences are

becoming available regularly. More sequence infor-

mation may greatly improve the predictive value of

conserved gene clusters [10]. Another improvement

is possible in the use of DNA microarray data. Sabatti

and coworkers [23] performed their operon predic-

tion based on 72 DNA microarray datasets for

E. coli (Table 1). At present data from many more

DNA microarray experiments is available for various

organisms in online databases such as Gene

Expression Omnibus [51], ArrayExpress [52] and

Stanford DNA microarray database [53], which will

surely give rise to still better operon definitions when

combined with appropriate computational predic-

tion methods.
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